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2020: The year 
that changes 
everything
2020 was a year unlike any we have ever experienced. The Covid crisis 
has challenged us profoundly as individuals, as communities, as workers 
and as a Union advocating for the rights of you, our members, through 
these uncertain times.

The global pandemic and lockdowns 
highlighted that communication, whether 

mail, parcels, phone or internet, are essential 
services and it put our workers on the frontline of 
the Covid response. 

I’m proud of how you have maintained these 
essential services to everyone across our country, 
no matter where they live, regardless of wealth 
or status.

During this global pandemic, our members 
have turned up to work, they’ve adapted work 
practices to help keep themselves, their loved 
ones and colleagues safe, and dealt with the 
surge in demand as the community went into 
lockdowns and physical isolation.

Our postal members kept delivering vital 
supplies of medicines, essential supplies, letters 
with support from loved ones and care parcels 
from across the country and the world. 

Elsewhere, our telecommunications members 
met the challenge of millions of Australians 
working and studying from home, nearly 
overnight, and the demand from streaming and 
other online activity. 

I want to personally thank every one of our 
members, delegates and my Union colleagues 
for everything they’ve done this year. You were 
tested this year like never before, and you met 
and exceeded this challenge. 

In stark contrast, we have seen ongoing 
turmoil with mismanagement at Australia Post. 

Through the lockdown the Union mobilised 
to push back against cynical attempts to 
wind back employment protections and 
public service standards including intentional 
underemployment, the move away from daily 
deliveries and a parcel backlog that continues to 
grow out of control in many areas.

The recent resignation of the Australia 
Post CEO following scandals involving ‘special 
treatment’ for Pauline Hanson during the crisis, 

proposed big bonuses for executives and the 
Cartier luxury watch largesse.  These made 
the headlines but we know the resignation 
of Christine Holgate won’t stop the rot in the 
executive ranks at Post. 

Public confidence in this once-iconic 
institution will not be restored unless the 
leadership change is the beginning, and not the 
end, of serious cultural change and reform.

The waves of significant change, started by 
Covid in 2020, will no doubt continue to ripple 
in 2021. 

Looking ahead, we’ve got a big year with 
Australia Post, Telstra and NBN EBAs to lock in. 
These negotiations will be critical in setting the 
ground rules for post-pandemic recovery and 
we will be vigilant to ensure that they are not 
eroded under the fog of Covid.  

The proposed Telstra subsidiaries 
announcement will be one of the biggest 
changes in the telco sector and Telstra is still 
unclear in explaining exactly how the division of 
the entities will impact jobs and services.

Your Union - as always - will be there at every 
step of the way to make sure no one gets left 
behind.

Because, as we have shown through 2020, 
that is what we do.

In Unity,

Shane Murphy 
CEPU NSW Secretary
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While it’s outrageous that Australia Post’s CEO and Board gifted
upwards of $3,000 watches to four senior, highly paid employees 

- it’s not surprising given the other shocking decisions coming out of
Australia Post’s leadership this year.

Our national delivery service is being managed by a leadership 
team that continues to pursue profit over service. The fact that you’ve 
got four senior staff receiving $19,000 worth of luxury watches but 
also winding back delivery days to customers speaks volumes about 
Australia Post’s priorities. 

In October your Union put forward these points in our national 
submission into the Minister’s departmental review of the temporary 
regulatory reform that gives the Alternate Day Delivery Model its life. 
But primarily we argued exactly why the ADM is a bungled attempt 
to avoid the standards expected by customers and make a buck at the 
expense of everyday Australians who just want their mail and parcels 
delivered on time.

It’s disgraceful that Australia Post has attempted to get away 
with these service cuts under the guise of a pandemic – right when 
Australians rely on the service more than ever before. 

To inform our submission – we also collated the experience from 
our members into a survey to present to the Federal Government.  The 
national survey of CEPU members employed at ADM sites revealed 

some concerning, but not surprising, results. 
State Secretary Shane Murphy said “The delivery issues highlighted 

in the survey outcomes are a direct result of Government changes 
allowing Australia Post to neglect their regulatory obligations by 
slowing the network down to second day deliveries. We’ve said from 
the very beginning that reducing the frequency of deliveries in the 
middle of a global pandemic is a recipe for disaster.

“Australians are relying on our postal service now more than ever – 
and they’re being let down by the Federal Government and Australia 
Post management.

“We will continue to engage with Australia Post to pursue a 
delivery model that provides job security for posties and provides the 
efficiencies the company requires to remain sustainable. However, our 
members’ health and safety and the quality of services expected by the 
public must be at the forefront of those considerations.

A year of chaos  
at Australia Post 
A lot has unfolded at Australia Post since they introduced the ridiculous Alternate Day Delivery Model 

(ADM) in early 2020. While we dragged Australia Post management through the mud in the media over the 
service cuts, unfortunately for them, the saga didn’t end there. Does “Cartier watch” ring a bell? 

AUSTRALIA POST

57% of traditional posties, delivering both letters and small parcels predominantly by 
motorcycle, said they left letters-based products behind at the delivery centre, or brought 
them back where they remained undelivered for more than one business day. Of those, the 
average number of letters were 201 per postie per response

51% of posties said they left behind, or brought back, parcel products (including premium 
products such as Express Post) they were unable to deliver on their run, on the day the 
parcel was due for delivery. Of those, the average number of parcels undelivered on the day 
they were due was 44

43% of posties admitted to not adhering to all footpath and nature strip speed limits 
whilst performing the delivery function of their role

84% of posties said they were unable to complete their duties within their rostered hours. 
34% of those said they considered the level of overtime required to complete their run to be 
unreasonable

55% admitted to not taking all their applicable breaks in order to complete their duties

What has the Alternate Day Delivery service 
meant for our members around Australia? 

“Solidarity to all our members right across the delivery service who have had to bear the brunt of many of the issues caused by the ADM. Your Union will continue to stand side by side with you to fight back against these changes until we see significant improvements.” 
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Win for jobs and pay amidst  
longer battle to protect our service 

Following considerable lobbying in Canberra, it became apparent to us that  
Senators from the Liberal and National Parties, Centre Alliance Party, Pauline Hanson’s One 

Nation Party and Jacqui Lamie Network Party would not support the Union’s calls  
to disallow the regulatory changes that cause the ADM to exist.

It was critical, at this point, for the Union 
to negotiate outcomes for members 
that protected them from the very worst 
elements being proposed by the ADM’s 
introduction – a reduction of one in four 
jobs from the delivery network, and shift 
changes that would affect take-home pay 
through the loss of penalty rates.

Through intensive negotiations 
with Australia Post management, we 
secured Australia Post’s agreement on a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
on our terms – that there be no job cuts 
across any operational area impacted by 
the changes. 

The MOU also delivers pay parity 
across ADM sites, puts a deadline on 
One Network at rural sites and deferred 
bargaining for a new EBA until next 

year, with Australia Post committing not 
to seek variation or termination of the 
current EBA. Due to the Government wage 
freeze that is currently in place because 
of the pandemic – negotiating a new EBA 
now would have seen members having 
to sign up to not receiving any financial 
outcomes for 12 months. 

Branch Secretary Shane Murphy 
said “This was an incredible win for the 
workers who have stood together and 
fought back at every step of the way 
during the intensive campaign against 
the ADM. But it’s still not over yet. 

“Through submissions to the Senate 
Inquiry and our witness appearances at 
that Inquiry, our Union continues to call 
for the regulations that breathe life into 
the ADM to be scrapped.

“We have continued those calls with 
further submissions made last month to 
the Minister’s departmental review of the 
changes.

“We don’t want to see any cuts at 
Australia Post. Now more than ever, 
Australians need their postal service. 
We’ll continue to campaign to protect 
the services that our members deliver so 
well, whilst at least having the guarantee 
that our members’ jobs and pay will be 
protected.” 

At the time of writing, the Minister’s 
departmental review of the regulations 
and ADM is yet to be conclude, but we’ll 
be sure to keep members updated as soon 
as we have news. 

Alternate Day Delivery model
Anyone on the frontline of our postal network can tell you that Australia Post’s new Alternate Day Delivery Model is 
plagued with problems. It’s not only bad for workers but it’s particularly bad for customers in the communities we serve. 
After months of rolling out this new model, our warnings about the impact on the service have clearly been vindicated. 

The ADM has caused: 
• A significant decline in the speed of parcel and letter deliveries
• A reduction in quality of delivery runs, by diverting experienced 

posties away from their local beats
• A significant increase in workload for posties across the network
• Issues for van deliveries in tight inner city spots 
• Longer working hours for posties just to try and clear the day’s mail
Damian Srbinovski, a member from Alexandria, has seen firsthand 
the impact it’s had on our postal delivery service - both to his 
colleagues and their customers. 
“Almost everything about this Alternate Day Delivery Model has 
failed to meet the expectations that Australia Post set. We warned 
that without clearly planned contingencies this would happen. 
Those plans weren’t made and now management are throwing 
even more resources at the problem to clear parcel backlogs that 

the disastrous implantation created. The 
workforce was not prepared for this.”
It’s clear that best solution to improve 
the service is to throw the ADM in the 
bin and go back to daily deliveries. But in 
absence of that happening, Damian says 
that Post need an extensive re-casting of 
delivery runs to increase the number of 
beats to get through the sheer volume 
of mail. “We also need management 
to respect our rights to decent working 
hours. The kinds of volume we’re dealing with make it almost 
impossible to clear it within daylight hours.” 
The union, including representatives like Damian, will continue to 
take up the fight to get back our daily deliveries and alleviate the 
pressures on the system until we get there. 
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For the last 20 years red van drivers have 
been classified as 7-day shift workers, 

being rostered on overtime shifts to clear 
the street posting boxes on Sundays. This 
classification gave them access to an extra 
week of recreational leave if they were 
rostered for 10 or more Sundays in the year.

However, Australia Post has changed 
collection times so street posting boxes 
will no longer be cleared on Sundays, 
which may lead to them no longer being 
classified as 7-day shift workers. While they 
will still be paid overtime rates if they work 

on a Sunday, they will lose access to the 
additional leave.

The CEPU is holding discussions with 
Australia Post to find alternative rostered 
work for red van drivers on Sundays, such 
as delivering parcels on the weekends, 
which will allow them to retain their 
7-day shift worker classification and the 
associated benefits.

The extra week of leave has been a 
longstanding EBA condition that continued 
after the separation of Australia Post’s 
General Transport into distinct Hub (vans) 

and truck operations. Members across 
transport and processing areas still enjoy 
this entitlement.

The Union hopes to finalise the 
arrangement for new Sunday work shortly, 
locking in alternative shift work before 
the new rosters are due to commence in 
January 2021. Further delay would risk red 
van drivers missing out on opportunities 
to accrue leave on Sundays in the available 
months pending EBA negotiations 
commencing in the first half of 2021.

CEPU defending Hub drivers as entitlements 
at risk in Sunday collection overhaul

Changes in the clearing of Australia Post street posting boxes have put many workers’ long-held 
entitlements at risk, prompting rapid negotiations between the CEPU and Australia Post to find 

alternative work for red van drivers that will preserve their current benefits.

Sort this out: Workers 
still at risk from new 
small parcel machine
Members have raised serious safety concerns following the 
installation of Small Parcel Sorting (SPS) machines at Sydney 
Gateway Facility, Alexandria Delivery Facility and Sydney West 
Letters Facility. Poor planning and job design has exposed workers to 
manual lifting injury risks and simply makes the job harder. 

In Sydney Parcel Facility, Australia Post proposed to install a new SPS 
machine after the new year. According to the proposal, Parcel Post 
Officers will tie off the full bags and place them on the conveyor belt, 
the bags then will be sent to and dropped from a chute.

However, workers will be required to finish the job by lift the heavy 
bag onto the unit loading device (ULD) so parcels can be sent to their 
final destination.

Each bag can weigh up to 16 kilograms. This type of manual bag 
lifting on a day-in, day-out basis, causes serious concern for long-
term injury risks.

The bottom line is these bags are too heavy for safe manual lifting. 
Manual handling is one of the most common causes of accidental 
injuries in the workplace and worker safety should be the top priority 
during when new machinery is being considered.

The Union recently met with management in an attempt to resolve 
this issue.

Representatives expressed disappointment that the Union and 
workers were not included in decision making process. 

We emphasised the requirement for sound safety procedures and 
the company’s obligation to provide a safe working environment – 
particularly where parcel volumes are on the rise, and are expected 
to climb over the next year. The option of installing a mechanical 
quick lift arm was suggested as a way of assisting workers to 
manoeuvre heavy bags. 

Despite the meeting and the importance of safety, the response from 
management has been non-committal so far.

The next step for the Union and workers will be to engage in a 
campaign highlighting these significant safety concerns to the 
Australia Post Board. We will be communicating with members 
shortly as to how they can get involved.
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Positive impact of secure, 
permanent work

Australia Post workers faced one of the most significant threats in living memory as  
we started the year with one in four posties’ jobs under threat from management’s  

move to cut delivery frequency in metropolitan areas from daily to every second day.

Following a huge effort and fight by the 
Union, workers and our allies, we secured 

memorandum of understanding to protect 
employee conditions and secure the jobs of 
thousands of affected workers. 

This agreement ensures no posties are 
removed from the delivery employment mix.

Under the agreement that’s in place 
until August 2021, no postal workers directly 
affected by the change will be sacked. 
In addition, the Union has worked hard 
to deliver more secure employment for 
hundreds of fixed-term and casual workers 
who have now transitioned to secure, 
permanent employment. 

One of the employees whose life has 
changed from gaining more secure work is 
Mamatha Ramakrishnaiah, a mother of two 
who works at the Eastern Creek processing 
facility. 

Mamatha worked at Australia Post as 
a mail officer on a fixed-term basis for 
more than 18 months, facing uncertainty 

every three months or so as her short-term 
contracts came to an end without guarantee 
of further renewal. 

She now has permanent employment as 
a parcel processing officer and values the 
positive impact for both her and her family. 

“I have more security, better conditions 
and I don’t have to worry that whenever 
they want to they [Australia Post] can cancel 
the contract,” she told The Communicator.

Permanent employment has allowed 
Mamatha to plan ahead financially and 
consider a career at Australia Post, with 
access to transfers and applying for more 
senior positions. 

She now recommends Australia Post as 
a good workplace and has had a friend sign 
up as a Christmas casual. This is in addition 
to her husband, who is also himself an 
employee at Post.

Mamatha has the following advice for 
dealing with the work stresses of the busy 
Christmas rush of parcel deliveries and the 

expected increased workload as a result of 
Covid – stay calm.

“Be patient, be calm, relax  
and try to work peacefully”

NEWS

Taking care of your mental health  
We started off the year battling bushfire and smoke across the state, and now we’re 
ending it in the middle of a global pandemic with the future still uncertain. It’s safe to say 
that 2020 has been a tough year for everyone around the world, but we know that many 
of our members have been at the frontline of this pandemic. 

Our Posties are just one example of 
members who have been working 
hard day in and day out to get mail 
and parcels to customers, wading 
through never ending delivery 
backlogs, and managing work 
and family life. Many of our other 
members for example in the telco 
industry faced enormous pressure 
when millions of people in NSW 

worked from home – ramping up the 
stress on our telecommunications 
infrastructure like never before. 

It would be an understatement to 
say it’s been a tough year for our 
members. The challenges we’ve 
faced this year personally and 
professionally can take a toll – so it’s 
important to reach out if you need 
someone to talk to. 

For a confidential chat,  
you can contact your Branch 
Official on (02) 9893 7822. 

Or if you are needing more  
urgent support, please  
contact lifeline on 13 11 14. 
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Fighting for 
clean facilities at 
Australia Post retail
The Union has uncovered multiple 
outlets where members are exposed 
to unhygienic and unsafe kitchen and 
bathroom facilities.
At Lakemba Post Office, members were using kitchen facilities 
that appear to be from the 1930s. The photos really speak for 
themselves. 

And even worse, at Nelson Bay, workers are also using kitchen 
and bathroom facilities that are totally unacceptable and are in 
desperate need of upgrade. 

The Union has secured a commitment from Post to update 
Lakemba’s facilities and are still working on a commitment for 
Nelson Bay. 

In the meantime, we also had an issue where the bathrooms 
available for use by our members working at Auburn post office 
were made availabl,e by the shopping centre management, to 
the general public – which quickly turned their toilets into a 
nightmare. We have refrained from publishing these photos, in 
case you want to keep your last meal!

Branch Secretary, Shane Murphy said “As soon as I saw this 
photo come in from our members at Auburn, Elly and I took it 
straight to Australia Post management. Within a week of raising 
the issue with the CEO the toilets went back to being private 
toilets with no public access.

“I encourage any members out there who are using dodgy or 
dirty facilities to contact your Branch Official immediately. With 
the power of thousands of other members behind you – we can 
get your problem fixed.” 

Australia Post 
scraps rostered 

days off  
under the guise 

of COVID-19

Despite our members putting their own safety on the line by 
coming into work to provide this essential service to their 

communities, Australia Post has not returned the same loyalty. 
Post management have used the pandemic as an opportunity to 

strip rostered days off from all outlets who had managed to hang onto 
them until this point.

Up until the pandemic, many stores around NSW still had access to 
RDOs, although Australia Post had slowly been chipping away at RDOs 
in different outlets for some time now. 

The RDO system works in a way that allows workers to have 1 
rostered day off each month by working an extra 23 minutes per day on 
their roster. 

When the pandemic began, Australia Post used it as an opportunity 
to make a blanket rule across their retail outlets that no outlets could 
have RDOs. The Union immediately pushed back against Post to have 
RDOs reinstated at outlets that previously had them. 

Unfortunately Australia Post is only offering the RDOs back to outlets 
who can fit a certain criteria – a proposal that the Union is continuing to 
challenge. Branch Organiser Elly Huttly said “It’s a disgrace that Australia 
Post management have used the cover of COVID-19 as an opportunity to 
scrap RDOs for these hard-working members.

“These members have been putting their safety on the line day in, 
day out, during the pandemic to keep this essential service running 
for their community. And in return, Australia Post strips them of their 
work-life balance.

Workers at Australia Post post offices are 
among the millions of essential workers 

on the frontline of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
turning up for customers every day to keep 

running our essential services. 

NEWS

 The Union will be continuing to fight to get 
RDOs reinstated at all relevant outlets.
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Workers are reporting that management is calling ‘impromptu 
meetings’ with members during their shift. No notice for meetings 
demonstrates a lack of common courtesy and is yet another sign 
of disrespect for the hardworking workforce.

The CEPU have written to Australia Post and advised that we 
believe it is unnecessary to call members into meetings without 
notice when it pertains to matters that can be dealt with by 
giving a member notice. 

The CEPU understands that some circumstances (incidents 
on current shift) may require management to talk to members 
without notice, but matters such as talking to members about 
absences or historical incidents require a minimum of 24 hours’ 
notice. 

Members also have the right to have a support person present 
when talking to management – which should be your local AUR. 

If you can’t find someone to come with you to an ‘impromptu’ 
meeting, politely request that the meeting be postponed. 

Our strong advice is that if the manager refuses to postpone 
the meeting you contact the Union Office immediately. It’s 
advised that you do not say anything or sign anything if you find 
yourself one-on-one with a manager in an unscheduled meeting. 

Common courtesy:  
Give workers fair notice of meetings

Respect is regrettably in short supply from Australia Post management. 

For more information or advice, contact  
your Branch Official on (02) 9893 7822.

Contractors dispute highlights 
lack of business acumen and 
planning from management 

Australia Post should aim to be an employer of choice, offering good, long-term jobs, security and fair 
pay to its workers. It’s what the community expects and it’s what the country needs as the economy 

continues to feel the impacts of the Covid crisis and recession.

Instead, lazy planning, a lack of proper 
consultation and a focus on punitive 

management methods is costing Australia 
Post thousands through unnecessary 
engagement of contractors to undertake 
work that should be undertaken by the 
current workforce. 

Disappointingly, while there has been ‘in 
principal’ agreement to move forward with 
these options, the response by Australia 
Post has been at a snail’s pace.

The CEPU have written, again, to 
management and reminded them of their 
obligations and that the issue remains in 
dispute and the Union is preparing to move 
to the next stage of the Dispute Settlement 
Procedure and request the intervention of 
the Fair Work Commission.

The news has been filled recently with 
examples of mismanagement at the top of 
Australia Post and the contractor dispute 
is another prime example of the lack of 
proper business acumen hindering the 
organisation from delivering an efficient 
and effective postal service using their 
dedicated workforce. 

The Union recently met with 
management and discussed 
several proposals to help alleviate 
the problem, including:

 Proper overtime planning;

 Fair overtime allocation and 
monitoring;

 Proper and regular consultation 
on the engagement of 
contractors; and

 Better and more accurate 
operational planning.

NEWS

At time of press, 

a dispute notification issued

 due to lack of consultation 

regarding contractors 

remained in place, 

despite the ongoing 

nature of the problem.
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The heart of Unionism is strength in 
numbers. When management ignores 
one voice, the Union stands together. 
We offer our congratulations to Craig 
on his well-deserved advancement 
and encourage anyone experiencing 
similar issues in their workplace to 
speak to their local delegate.

Securing fixed 
term positions 
for members at 
Australia Post
It’s been a battle, but after consistent 
negotiations with Australia Post 
management, your Union has secured 
fixed term contracts for a range of 
members across the Australia Post 
delivery service who were previously 
working as long term casuals.  

According to our hard earned EBA, 
Australia Post must offer casual workers 
a fixed term, permanent part time or 
full-time position after working regular 
hours for 12 weeks. But it might not be 
a surprise to readers that Australia Post 
have been dragging their feet on this, 
with hundreds of workers not being 
offered the job stability that they are 
entitled to.

CEPU Secretary Shane Murphy said 
“We’ve been working hard across NSW 
and the ACT, but particularly in regional 
and rural areas, to hold Australia Post to 
account and get these members onto 
fixed term contracts – which is a pathway 
to permanency. 

“I’m proud to say that 
in the last few months 
of 2020 – the Union has 
been successful in securing 
almost 100 casual members 
into fixed term contracts. 
This is a big win during a 
pandemic and an economic 
recession – where job 
security is important now 
more than ever before. 

“Once again this shows the power of 
having a Union behind you – to fight 
your case and win. No matter where 
you’re working or who you’re working for 
– if you’re on casual shifts we encourage 
you to speak to your local AUR about 
how the Union can help pave your way to 
a secure position.” 

Union secures 
member 
advancement 
in win against 
management

Staunch CEPU member Craig Hartin 
had been seeking a promotion to 

team leader at the Lavington Distribution 
Centre. Operational staff had already taken 
voluntary redundancies in preparation for 
the amalgamation with Wodonga DC.

But when the amalgamation fell 
through, remaining staff were told that 
not only would there be no promotions, 
but they were expected to pick up the 
operational work as well.

Outraged at the injustice of this 
proposal, Craig immediately escalated 
the issue. But he says while the local 
manager did their best, the senior levels 
of management had no interest in 
intervening for the good of their workforce.

“At the local level I felt like I was being 
listened to as a person, but the further up 
the ladder it went, I felt like I was just a 
number and they were not interested at 
all,” says Craig. “I felt stressed and unhappy 
and it was showing in my attitude to work 
and workmates.”

After all the official channels failed, 

Craig went straight to the CEPU, and the 
Union took up the fight with him, led by 
organiser Cade Anderson.

“Without Cade’s help in particular 
and the rest of the Union I would still 
be fighting it,” says Craig. “He took on 
my problem and after a month or two 
of arguing my position with senior 
management he was able to secure my 
upgrade. 

“Believe me, you may not need the 
Union all the time, but when you do, they 
are only too willing to support you and 
your rights. Without the Union we are just 
a number.”

The CEPU had a big win for one of our loyal members who was fighting 
to secure the career advancement he deserved and resisting a series of 
unjust management decisions, which saw his workplace forced to take 
on extra work without remuneration.

NEWS

WIN!
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Outback members 
coming together  

in tough times

This year has been a tough year for everyone, but in the face of struggle, our members 
in the outback have truly come together to support each other and the people in 

their communities. Branch Official Cade Anderson has spent much of this year visiting 
members across different regional areas, including Broken Hill, Cobar and Hay. 

across many different technologies within Telstra.  From fixing basic 
line faults, CAN radio faults, Mobile maintenance, installation and 
maintenance on the NBN network, Business Installations and DOT 
(Digital Office Technology), the list truly goes on.”

Luke’s role is especially important in the context of the recent 
reductions of Telstra staff across the network. The reduction in staff 
meant that Luke has been given increased responsibilities within his 
field based role. And if for some reason Luke requires assistance the 
closet technician is in Nyngan which is over 130 kms away! But all 
the workers in the area have a can-do attitude, always putting the 
people in their community at their forefront.

Branch Secretary Shane Murphy said “Luke is a spot-on example 
of how skilled our workers out in the regions have to be, and what 
an extraordinary asset they are to their local communities. On 
behalf of everyone at the CEPU – well done to everyone right across 
the state in pulling together this year and working together to get 
the job done.

“It’s a testament to the spirit of these workers that this year 
we’ve seen a growth in membership with more and more outback 
workers joining the CEPU. In fact, at some locations like Broken 
Hill and Cobar – we’ve got 100% membership coverage across all 
occupational groups. Our voice in outback NSW is stronger than 
ever, and that’s pretty incredible.” Mr Murphy said. 

Cade says “This year I spent a lot of time with members working 
at Australia Post and Telstra in regional areas. All our members 

out here are extremely passionate about what they do in providing 
essential services to their customers in these regional and remote 
areas. 

“In fact, it’s pretty incredible what these folks are capable of 
achieving during challenging times including drought, bushfires and 
extreme weather events generally. 

Across the year, temperatures range from single digits in winter 
to 45 plus degrees in summer with dust storms to add into the mix 
too. Their jobs are challenging, to say the least.  

“What I really love about our communities in these remote 
locations is that everyone gets in and works as a team to get the 
job done. Our local AUR recently told a story about a local Postie in 
Broken Hill who had a run to deliver a TV to an elderly lady’s home. 
Instead of just dropping it off at the door, the Postie went the 
extra mile to install it for her. That’s the kind of magic about our 
outback communities –they really go the extra mile for to serve their 
community.

“Another great example of the stars we have right across outback 
NSW is Luke Griffiths, who works as a Telstra Technician out in 
Cobar - which is about 300kms North West of Dubbo. Luke covers a 
huge area of the state and his work spans a wide range of activities 

Luke Griffiths, Cobar Broken Hill Broken Hill
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The Union held an early consultation 
meeting with Telstra within 24 hours of 
the announcement, where Telstra made 
clear their intentions to engage in a 
genuine consultation process with your 
Union, that will span many months.

At this point, the consultation process 
has only just begun and Telstra is 
currently proposing for the new structure 
to take effect from December 2021.

At this early stage, we have identified 
three key priority areas to focus on, as the 
consultation process begins:

Job security: Telstra claim this 
restructure is part of their T22 planning. 
There are already a number of positions 
identified as being surplus to Telstra’s 
requirements under T22. We will be 
seeking undertaking that there be no 
further job cuts, in addition to those 
already announced as part of T22, will 
occur as a result of this restructure.

Maintaining the status quo: Members 
at Telstra will remember that during the 
most recent bargaining round, rumours 
had viciously swirled around some sort 
of structural separation of Telstra’s 
assets and workforce. Measures taken by 

Union consultation 
commences on Telstra’s 

restructure proposal
In November Telstra 
announced their intentions to 
pursue a corporate restructure 
that would see the company, 
as it is today, broken up 
in to three wholly-owned 
subsidiaries. 

1. InfraCo Fixed would own 
and operate ducts, fibre, 
data centres, subsea cables 
and exchanges

2. InfraCo Towers would 
own and operate physical 
mobile towers

3. Telstra ServeCo would 
own and operate software 
defined networking and 
focus on innovation and 
services

members to engage in industrial action, 
which significantly strengthened the 
Clause 47 provisions in our Agreement, 
will now prove to be crucial to ensure 
that members who may be transferred 
to one of the three identified possible 
subsidiaries will not be disadvantaged in 
their employment conditions, redundancy 
arrangements and superannuation 
benefits.

Bargaining: The current enterprise 
agreement expires next year, and 
we expect bargaining to commence 
sometime in the first half. We will be 
considering the proposal currently on 
foot to ensure the best possible structure 
of any replacement agreement provides 
adequate coverage for our members 
spread across the three subsidiaries.  

Keeping our fingers on the pulse of 
these three priority areas will ensure that 
members are not disadvantaged in their 
employment, nor overburdened in their 
ability to provide the essential services 
and network infrastructure that the 
Australian people rely so heavily on, and 
are entitled to.

We will continue to keep you up to date as the  
consultation process evolves. In the meantime, if you are one  

of our members at Telstra, now is the time to talk to your  
workmates and make sure they join the Union. 

NEWS
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The Union has secured an overall 6 per cent pay rise for workers at ACMA, despite a challenging 
environment of high unemployment and public sector wage freezes (at time of negotiation). 

Workers will receive a 2 per cent pay increase at signing subject to a six-month Federal 
Government imposed deferral, then 2 per cent at 12 months and a further 2 per cent at 24 
months – capped by the Federal Goernment’s public sector bargaining policy.   

In addition, on-call and organisational responsibility allowances will increase by 2% when 
salaries go up and vacation care and meal allowances will rise by CPI on 30 June each year.

Flex time and all existing leave arrangements will remain intact, with minor alterations.
It has been a busy time for ACMA with the statutory authority recently undertaking a 

public consultation process on proposed new Australian content and children’s television 
standards. New standards were set to begin on 1 January 2021.

New EBA at Australian  
Communications  

and Media Authority
Following months of intense negotiations, workers at the Australian 

Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) to support a new EBA.

NEWS

Telstra Purple EBA
Telstra Purple is an entity at Telstra that is separate to the core business where 

workers are covered by the main Telstra Enterprise Bargaining Agreement. 

Telstra Purple involves a team of workers who specialise in 
delivering innovative technology services to businesses. These 
workers are skilled in technology networks, cloud, security, 
collaboration, mobility, software, data and analytics, and design.

The CEPU is currently in negotiations with Telstra Purple 
to secure a new agreement that accurately reflects employee 
terms and conditions of employment and gives workers 
some of the similar benefits your Union has secured in the 
Telstra EBA. 

Some key things the CEPU are bargaining for include:
• Pay increase: a 1% increase upon commencement of 

Agreement and a guaranteed pay increase over 3 years of 
2%, 3%, 3% respectively

• Improving parental leave: including ability to take it 
retrospectively to July 1 2019

• Rest relief: to occur at 10 hours between shifts including for 
shift workers, without loss of pay

• New allowances: for tools and on-call responsibilities 
• Additional pay: for travel time incurred by employees on 

salaries less than $98,000
• Improving redundancy program: by aligning the Telstra 

Purple Redudancy program with Telstra Pty Ltd Redundancy 
clause. 

State Secretary Shane Murphy said “We’re working hard to 
secure some important benefits in Telstra Purple’s first EBA. We 
want to get workers the same types of wins we were able to 
deliver in the Telstra EBA and negotiations are progressing well 
to date. We are encouraging every worker at Telstra Purple to 
join the Union and get involved to achieve a strong workplace 
Agreement.” 

IN BRIEF: With the current EA expiring on December 31st, your Union is in negotiations for a new Slicar telecommunications EA. 
The bargaining team - led by National Assistant Secretary, James Perkins, is made up of CEPU AURs and Officials. We are fighting for 
a fair and reasonable pay increase and to protect existing conditions that were heard earned in the previous Agreement which took 
12 months of negotiation. We’re once again encouraging all workers at Silcar to join the Union and get involved. 
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Delegate training resumes 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic we were forced to put 
our AUR training on hold. We have now recommenced 
this training, albeit in a limited way to ensure  
all appropriate Covid-safe guidelines are followed.

Training will be limited to a maximum of seven delegates. This will 
continue as we ease out of restrictions and while monitoring the 

daily COVID-19 situation.
We commenced our training in the second week of November with 

our Transport delegates attending over two productive days. 
Organisers are completing lists of delegates to recommence training 

but it is envisaged that training won’t get back into full swing until 
February 2021 given the Christmas peak workload period. 

Transport Delegates 
get organised
Off the back of the delegate training in November, 
Transport delegates have committed to reorganise 
and review how they work together. An organising 
plan is currently being drawn up to improve how the 
Union can better represent members at Transport.

Sydney Transport now has 17 active delegates. It was 
identified some time ago that we needed to increase 
our representation due to the size of the depot. 

Patrick Edgerton is the coordinating AUR at Sydney 
Transport and works closely with Union Office in 
ensuring members are properly represented.

Some of the initiatives Patrick and his team have 
implemented include more regular JCC meetings and 
better communication with members by emailing 
regular Union updates to members.

The 2021 plan will be available for members soon. 

“All our hard working delegates and transport 
members deserve congratulations on getting 
organised to improve their conditions locally whilst 
continuing to provide essential services to our 
community during an incredibly difficult period.” Said 
Branch Transport Official Phil Kessey.
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Navigating workers 
compensation under 
the Comcare scheme	

We all know how hard postal and telecommunications workers 
have worked during this unprecedented year of challenges. At 
Slater and Gordon, we ensure that your legal rights are known 
and protected. As a leading Australian plaintiff law firm, with a 
strong commitment to social justice, Slater and Gordon has 
always been firmly focussed on our connection to the labour 
movement. 

To fully protect your interests if you become injured at work 
(physically or psychologically) , we have put together a guide on 
what steps to take to access workers compensation through the 
Comcare scheme.  You should: 

1. Report what happened to your supervisor immediately 
and make sure that a person records the incident in the 
accident log book (or similar) at your workplace  

2. See a Doctor of your choice as soon as possible, tell the 
doctor what happened and obtain a Medical Certificate.  

3. Provide your employer with the medical certificate and 
ask your employer to notify the injury to their workers 
compensation insurer.   

4. Make a claim for workers’ compensation.  Remember to 
keep a copy of all document for your own record and 
return the originals to your employer.   

How do I make a workers compensation claim? 

To make a claim for workers’ compensation under the Safety, 
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (SRC Act), you must 
submit a completed Comcare claim form and accompanying 
medical certificate to your employer.  The Comcare claim form and 
medical certificate are specific to the Comcare scheme.  Claims 
forms are available on the Comcare website at 
www.comcare.gov.au/forms  Alternatively, you may ask you 
employer or your union for a claim form.  

What if my claim is accepted?   

If you suffer an injury that results in your incapacity for work 
and/or impairment you may be entitled to compensation for that 
injury.  If your injury has been accepted, you will be entitled to 

claim certain types of compensation, rehabilitation and other 
benefits, including: 

+ reasonable medical expenses 
+ weekly compensations payments  
+ rehabilitation programs 
+ lump sum compensation for permanent impairment  
+ modifications to house, car and the like  
+ aids and appliances  

What if my claim is disputed?  

For Comcare claims relating to incapacity for work, medical and 
other expense, the insurer must make a Determination for 
liability.  If liability is disputed by the insurer, the SRC Act 
prescribes a two-tier process for review.  

You must first seek a Reconsideration of the insurers decision in 
writing.  A request for reconsideration must set out the reasons for 
the request and be given to the employer within 30 days from 
when you received the Determination.  An employer will then 
issue a Receivable Decision.  If you disagree with the employer’s 
reconsideration decision then you may seek an independent 
review of the claim by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) 
within 60 days of the reconsideration decision being received.   

If an application is made to the AAT for a review of a decision, it 
will first proceed to a conciliation conference.  If the matter can 
not be resolved at the conciliation conference, it will then progress 
to a formal hearing.   

If your claim is disputed contact your Union about your options.  
Your Union may also provide a referral to Slater and Gordon for 
further legal advice.  

Our expert Comcare lawyers are here every step of the way to help 
and guide you through the process so you can concentrate on 
getting better.  

You may also have an entitlement to compensation under the 
motor vehicle accident legislation if you were injured whilst out of 
the road. Strict time limits apply and may affect your ability to 
make a claim for compensation. In some cases it's less than 28 
days.  

The most important thing to do is to seek legal advice as soon as 
possible so you know where you stand. 

Slater and Gordon have always valued our relationship with 
Unions like the CEPU – and we always will.
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Des Turner  
Life Membership
Des started his career with Australia Post in 1980 – working out of Banora Point Office. 

He was the only PDO box sorter working in the office in those days. 
As a firm believe in the role of Unions, he made application to join the CEPU,  

then known as the APTU, on 19 May, that year.

Not long after, the license for the post 
office was sold and Des was transferred to 
Tweed Heads South – where he remained 
through all its incarnations.

SPDO3 and acting manager were roles 
that Des performed over his career, but 
felt most at peace in his role as a PDO 
postie – the position in which he finished 
out his long career with Post. 

Des said, his career in the industry gave 
him many good years – where he formed 
lifelong friendships with those he met 
along the way.

“I still call and have a talk to, or chat 
on social media with, many of my former 
colleagues,” said Des.

He was well respected by his 
colleagues and served many years as their 
local Authorised Union Representative 
(AUR). Des saw his members through 
many local challenges and changes – 
some for the better, some for the worse. 
But through all of it, members at Tweed 
Heads South Delivery Centre always 
ended up with the best possible outcome 
– a testament to Des’ commitment to his 
colleagues. And it is a trait that earned 
him to be equally respected by local 
management, who knew Des’ intentions 
were always in the best interests of the 
local workforce.

“I took much pride in my role as the AUR, 
representing members equally, whether 
delivery or retail, with an open mind and in a 
fair even way, no matter what – and I did so 
without any official training. 

“I used the email system to convey 
the issues to the contacts at the CEPU so 
that I was not misunderstood, all of those 
Officials were helpful.”

Upon his retirement in 2015, Des was 
awarded with the Jalal Natour Memorail 

Award for Service to the Union, in 
recognition of his achievements. 

In 2017, the Union’s National Divisional 
Executive bestowed Des with Life 
Membership of the CEPU – an honour 
which, due to logistics, he was delayed in 
receiving. 

Due to COVID restrictions this year, 
we were unable to hold our annual event 
where we reward and recognise the 
many members and delegates across the 
state who go above and beyond for their 
members – including introducing new life 
members. 

But on a special trip to Tweed 
Heads South Delivery Centre, Branch 
Secretary Shane Murphy and Branch 
Communications and Campaigns Officer 
Nathan Metcher, who worked with Des 
closely for many years in rebuilding our 
Union’s presence on the far north coast 
of NSW, were finally able to present Des 
with this great honour – and in front of 
his many former colleagues and friends 
who came together to throw a special 
breakfast in honour of their former AUR. 

“All my time with the Union was like 
with ‘family’ – we are always family and 
sometimes we disagree as family’s do – 
but without a strong Union, all manner 
of conditions and awards start to erode.” 
Said Des.

Branch Secretary Shane Murphy said 
Des was a stand-out example of the back-
bone that holds our Union together in 
workplaces across the country, particularly 
in rural and regional centres.

“Members like Des are incredibly 
important to our Union – particularly in 
the bush,” said Shane. 

“We rely on our AURs in these areas 
to not only be our eyes and ears on the 
ground, but to actively represent our 
members in areas we may only be able to 
physically visit once or twice a year.

“The united comradery that is 
continued to be shared by our members 
at Tweed Heads South is a result of Des’ 
legacy. Our current AURs, Marty Gambin 
and Peter Breen, have done an incredible 
job in taking up the reins following the 
stellar example set by Des over many years. 

“Congratulations, once again, on your 
outstanding achievements, Des. On behalf 
of the entire Union I wish you continued 
enjoyment in your long and healthy 
retirement.”

Outside of his commitments at work, 
Des has always been an avid snooker 
player – and remains heavily involved in 
the local snooker community. In 2017 he 
was honoured for his contribution to that 
community with an Order of Australia 
Medal.
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Send your response to  
feedback@cepu.org

The winners will  
be announced  
in January 2021.    

Prizes are:
1 x Annual Family Pass to 
Featherdale Wildlife Park
1 x One Day Family Pass 
to Raging Waters 

Looking for a fun family  
day out this summer? 

We’ve got a special summer giveaway just for CEPU members!
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In 25 words or fewer, tell us 
your answer to this question 
for your chance to win tickets 

to feedback@cepu.org.au

What has  
it meant for 
you to be a 

CEPU member 
in 2020? 


